We believe that the most successful software implementations are the result of educated and empowered users.

Our training initiative is derived from our combined cross-industry experience, providing solutions specific to organizations’ needs and challenges.

Our dedicated training team will work directly with you to understand the unique needs of your organization and recommend the best training paths and formats to meet your needs.

As trusted analytics advisors, we are dedicated to helping our clients with the entire training process, from course selection to registration, location requests, and post-training assistance. We provide customized training paths based on role, skill-level and organization objectives.

**VARIOUS LEARNING FORMATS**

**IN-CLASS**
Various sessions across North America

**LIVE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM**
Learn from anywhere

**ON-SITE**
Let our instructors come to you

**E-LEARNING**
Learn at your own pace
TABLEAU SOFTWARE COURSES

Tableau Desktop I - Fundamentals (2 days in-class, or 5 days instructor-led-online)
This course is designed to help users understand and use the important concepts & techniques in Tableau to move from simple to complex visualizations and learn how to combine them in interactive dashboards.

Tableau Desktop II: Intermediate (2 days in-class, or 5 days instructor-led-online)
This course is designed for the user who has solid working experience with Tableau and wants to take it to the next level and become a Tableau power user.

Tableau Desktop I & II: Accelerated (3 days in-class, or 3 days instructor-led-online)
This course is designed to make power users out of absolute beginners. It combines topics from both the Tableau Desktop I and II courses into a 3-day bootcamp.

Tableau Desktop III: Advanced (2 days in-class, or 5 days instructor-led-online)
This course teaches advanced uses for calculations, advanced building techniques and complex data visualization tips for creating innovative analysis and dashboards.

Tableau Server Administration (2 days in-class, or 4 days instructor-led-online)
This course provides an in-depth coverage of Tableau Server Administration, where users will learn how to administer a Tableau Server installation, including managing content, users and permissions.

Tableau Server Architecture (3 days in-class, or 5 days instructor-led-online)
This course provides in-depth coverage of Tableau Server architecture and configuration, geared toward those architecting and administering a large or complex deployment of Tableau Server.

Tableau Prep I (2 days in-class, or 5 days instructor-led-online)
This course is designed to teach students how to prepare and shape data in Tableau Prep.

Visual Analytics (2 days in-class, or 5 days instructor-led-online)
In this course, users will learn best practices of how to design visualizations that effectively share information and insights with others. This course uses Tableau to develop & discuss visualizations, but does not include instruction on how to use Tableau products.

Web Authoring (1 day in-class, or 3 days instructor-led-online)
In this course, users will be introduced to the functions of web authoring in Tableau Online and Tableau Server, including how to create, edit, and interact with basic worksheets that use previously-published data sources.